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Abstrat
The portability and runtime safety of programs whih are exeuted on the Java Virtual
Mahine (JVM) makes the JVM an attrative target for ompilers of languages other than
Java. Unfortunately, the JVM was designed with language Java in mind, and laks many of
the primitives required for a straighforward implementation of other languages.
Here, we disuss how the JVM may be used to implement other objet-oriented languages.
As a pratial example of the possibilities, we report on a omprehensive ase study.
The open soure Gardens Point Component Pasal ompiler ompiles the entire Component
Pasal language, a dialet of Oberon-2, to JVM byteodes. This ompiler ahieves runtime
eÆienies whih are omparable to native-ode implementations of proedural languages.
1 Introdution
1.1 Java and the Java Virtual Mahine
The runaway suess of the Java programming language[1℄ in the last few years is a phenomenon
arguably without parallel in the short history of programming languages. One of the interesting
side-eets of this widespread popularity is the ubiquity of the exeution engine of Java, the Java
Virtual Mahine (JVM )[2℄. Essentially all omputing platforms have at least one JVM implemen-
tation available for them, and there are an inreasing number of lightweight, small footprint JVM
implementations targetted at embedded devies.
The widespread adoption of Java as an implementation language for mainstream appliations
has ensured that the typial Java exeution environment is endowed with a rih supply of APIs.
Thus solutions to issues suh as seurity, network programming, wide harater support and so on
are suddenly available in a relatively uniform fashion aross the spetrum of platforms.
A nal fator favouring the availability of the Java exeution environment is the elimination of
the major argument against the virtual mahine approah, that is, the runtime ineÆieny of the
virtual mahine interpreter. As will be quantatatively demonstrated below, the use of the more
reent just-in-time ompilation systems all but removes the runtime overhead of the traditional,
interpretative approah to virtual mahine implementation.
After disounting the eets of fashion, it seems that the popularity of Java is based in two
promises: one is the write-one, run anywhere laim of universal portability, the other is the
runtime type-safety of Java programs. Although it may be observed that both of these laims are
subjet to some minor quibbles, they hold true to a very large extent.
For many enthusiasts of Java, it may ome as a surprise to learn that the two \key advantages"
of Java, are not properties of Java the programming language. Rather the key advantages are
properties of the JVM. A onsequene of this observation is the laim that programs written is
any programming language would share all of the advantages of Java, one they were translated
into the mahine ode used by the JVM.
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1.2 Languages other than Java
A number of people, lured by the availability of the JVM have written ompilers whih ompile
subsets of other languages to the Java byteode form[3℄. In most ases these eorts have been
restrited to language subsets, sine there is no eÆient way of enoding the type-unsafe features
of most of the other popular programming languages. This is an intrinsi limitation, sine the
design philosophy of the JVM is based on type safety. Indeed, if an implementor was to nd a way
of bypassing the type safety guarantees of some implementation of the JVM, it seems probable that
the exploit ould form the basis of a seurity attak on Java programs. Thus the JVM vendor would
be obliged to remove the seurity hole in the next revision, invalidating any programs depending
on the aw.
Leaving aside the issue of type-safety, the question remains as to the extent to whih languages
of dierent design philosophy an be eÆiently implemented on the JVM. In order to explore the
answer to this question, in 1998 a projet was begun to provide a omplete, eÆient implementation
of another type-safe language.
The entral diÆulty standing in the path of languages other than java (LOTJs) is the fat
that the JVM was designed preisely with language Java in mind. The exeution engine does not
provide the primitives that are required for the simple implementation of many LOTJs. Common
programming language features whih require some inventiveness inlude |
 Referene parameters
 Uplevel addressing (aess to non-loal variables)
 Proedure variables (funtion pointers)
 Strutural ompatability of types
All of these issues admit to solutions with more or less diÆulty, as is demonstrated by the ompiler
whih forms the main subjet of this paper. However, there are other, pratial issues whih need
to be onsidered as well.
The standard Java runtime environment onsist of the JVM, together with infrastruture that
loads lasses as needed. An intrinsi part of this mehanism is the byte-ode-verier, whih heks
the binary form of every lass before loading it. JavaSoft desribe this tool as a \theorem prover"
whih refuses veriation to any lass for whih it annot establish the required properties. As
is usual, many of the properties whih the verier attempts to evaluate are inomputable. The
analysis is therefore neessarily onservative. This plaes a novel onstraint on the ompilers of
LOTJs sine it is insuÆient to generate semantially orret ode, instead the ode must be
generated in suh a way that the verier is able to establish that orretness.
Gardens Point Component Pasal (gpp) is a ompiler for the whole of the language Component
Pasal[4, 5℄. All of the issues listed above needed to be resolved, in order to ahieve this outome.
1.3 Why Component Pasal?
Component Pasal is a dialet of Oberon-2[6, 7℄. The language was designed by Clemens Szyperski
and others for Oberon Mirosystems' BlakBox Component Builder framework. Like Oberon-2 it
is a small, objet oriented language supporting single inheritane based on extensible reords. Its
anestors are Oberon, Modula-2 and Pasal.
As a vehile for the exploration of the issues involved in ompiling LOTJs to the JVM, Com-
ponent Pasal seems an ideal hoie. The language poses all of the signiant issues that were
itemized in the introdution. Furthermore, sine the language is ompletely statially type-safe
there was reason to believe that this is one of the few languages for whih the omplete language
ould be eÆiently implemented by the JVM.
1.4 Overview
It is the objetive of this paper to review the main issues of ompilation of LOTJs to the JVM, and
give some performane gures. A more extensive treatment of the detail of some of the required
tehniques has been given elsewhere[8℄, and other papers in preparation.
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Component Pasal Construt Java Virtual Mahine Construt
module level salars and pointers stati elds of the lass orresponding to
the CP module
module level reords and arrays objets referened by stati variables of the
module lass, and alloated at load time of
the lass
salar or pointer loal variables of
proedures
loal variables of orresponding JVM
method
reord and array variables of proe-
dures
objets referene by loal variables of the
JVM method, and alloated during the
proedure prolog
Figure 1: Mapping of data types
2 Gardens Point Component Pasal
2.1 The Compiler
Gardens Point Component Pasal (gpp) is a ompiler for the language Component Pasal, whih
targets the JVM. It is able to produe either appliations or applets, and is able to make use of
the Java API to aess utilities suh as network servies and GUI support.
The ompiler is written in Java urrently, but a future projet will rewrite the ompiler in its
own language. Both the urrent and the future versions of the ompiler will be released as open
soure produts. Thus the ommunity may use the ompiler diretly, or as an example of the
tehniques of ompiling LOTJs to the JVM.
2.2 Data Representation and Module Struture
There are only two kinds of data known to the JVM. These are the loal variables of methods,
and dynamially alloated instanes of lasses and arrays. Loal variables are simple salars or
referenes to objets, and an only be aessed from within their owning method. There is no
onept of data address, nor of address arithmeti. It is possible to store and pass referenes, but
these referenes an only originate from the alloation of objets of known type. In partiular, it
is not possible to obtain a referene whih points to the interior of an objet, or points to a loal
variable of a method.
It follows that all the program data of a LOTJ must be mapped onto the available types of the
JVM. Component Pasal has the usual salars, arrays, reords and has pointers to dynamially
alloated arrays and reords. Data of all these types may be stati, that is, alloated at load time,
or automati, that is, alloated on proedure invoation.
The mapping of modules onto lasses is performed as follows. Eah module orresponds to a
single lass in the JVM. Ordinary, that is, non-virtual proedures of the module beome stati
proedures of the lass, and module data beomes stati data of the lass. Eah reord type of the
module beomes a lass in the JVM, arrying with it all of the type-bound (virtual) proedures of
the module. Details are given in Figure 1.
2.3 Parameter Passing
Parameters are passed in the JVM only by value. Sine there is no notion of data address, it is
not possible to obtain the eet of referene parameters by passing addresses using the language-C
idiom.
In this ase, OUT and VAR (inout) parameters are passed by opying in and out. Sine the JVM
allows only a single return value this eet is obtained by \boxing" the outgoing value in a unit
length, dynamially alloated array. The aller loads the value of the atual parameter variable
into the box, and saves a referene to the box through the all. The alled proedure updates the
boxed value. After the return, the aller uses the saved referene to aess the updated value in
the box. It nally opies the new value to the atual parameter loation. Figure 2 illustrates this
onept.
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caller
activation 
record
callee
activation
record
heap
allocated
box
parameter
references
the box
alias to box
local retains
Figure 2: Passing a boxed value to a proedure
2.4 Dataow Analysis
As pointed out in the introdution, it is neessary for any ompiler of a LOTJ to ensure that the
lass les whih it produes are able to be veried. In partiular, the verier will insist on being
able to prove that every loal variable is properly initialized before use. This requires onservative
dataow analysis the details of whih are implied by the Denite Assignment rules of the Java
Language Speiation. This is a relatively standard bakward-ow, all-paths dataow analysis
problem.
There is no advantage in performing a more aurate analysis then the verier, sine the
verier has the nal say. However, as it turns out the omputational framework whih is required
to perform the analysis may be used for additional helpful ompile-time diagnostis. Figure 3 is
an example where an interproedural extension of the dataow analysis allows gpp to detet an
inorret program onstrution.
PROCEDURE Bar();
VAR ab,xyz : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE Fee; BEGIN ab := 0 END Fee;
PROCEDURE Foo; BEGIN INC(xyz) END Foo;
BEGIN
Fee; (* this one is ok *)
Foo; (* but this is bad *)
**** ^ Non-loally aessed variable may be uninitialised
**** ^ <xyz> not assigned before this all
...
END Bar;
Figure 3: Inorret ode requiring interproedural analysis
2.5 Proedure Variables
Perhaps the most diÆult aspet of the whole projet turned out to be the implementation of
proedure variables (funtion pointers in language-C).
The problem is twofold. First, the JVM knows of no suh onstrut. Seond, proedure variables
in those languages whih possess them typially are determined to be ompatible aording to
strutural equivalene rules. Sine the JVM knows only of equivalene aording to name, the
problem follows.
The rst issue is easily solved by representing a proedure value as an objet with a single
\invoke" method. However, when suh a value has to be assigned the ompiler annot guarantee
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that the value is of the same named type as the destination value.
A number of omplex shemes were prototyped in an attempt to resolve this issue. In the
urrent version, the solution is simple, but sometimes ineÆient. Proedure types orrespond to
JVM interfae types, while proedure values are delared to be of some unique lass type. The
trik is that the lass orresponding to eah value implements every onforming interfae known
to the ompiler. There is thus a high probability that any partiular invoation of a proedure
value will nd the value implements the expeted interfae type. The exeptional ases are trapped
at runtime, and the all made using the reetion mehanisms. The ompile-time guarantee of
strutural ompatability guarantees the suess of the reetion-mediated invoation.
2.6 Aessing the Java API
The attrativeness of any LOTJ is likely to depend ritially on the ease with whih the Java API
is able to be aessed. In partiular, for a language suh as Component Pasal, it is important that
omponents are able to interwork seamlessly with the Java omponent framework { Java Beans.
Following previous experiene with Gardens Point ompiler systems, we dened a foreign lan-
guage interfae whih allows delaration of Java API aess. As it turned out, several problems
surfaed with onstruts suh as interfae types, proteted methods, and name overloading.
A fundamental issue is that languages suh as Component Pasal enfore a strit partial order
on ompilation order. Java has no suh stritures.
1
Rather than write a new ompiler espeially
for interfaes we are now onstruting a tool whih diretly produes binary symbol les from
orresponding Java .lass les.
In response to the other issues, we have enrihed the attribute evaluation of the ompiler so that
it understands all neessary semantis of Java as well as Component Pasal. As an example, the
ompiler understands what it means for a Component Pasal type to extend a Java API lass. It
also permits Component Pasal types whih are extensions of Java lasses to ontrat to implement
interfaes. Suh obligations are fully enfored.
These hoies have ertainly added some additional omplexity to the ompiler. However, they
are a neessary addition. Consider for example that the LOTJ lasses annot partiipate in the
Java 1.1+ event handling model unless there is a mehanism for delaring that they implement
the neessary event handling interfaes.
3 Performane
Some gures available from preliminary testing suggest that for proedural (i.e. non objet-
oriented) ode the performane of programs is omparable to native ode Modula-2 on the same
platform.
Here, we present two rather dierent syntheti benhmarks, to illustrate the range of possi-
bilities. The rst of these benhmarks is a program whih disovers all solutions of the N-queens
problem for all board sizes from 8 to 13. The algorithm is reursive baktraking, so the proedure
all and return mehanism is worked extremely hard. Figure 4 shows normalised results for several
dierent platforms.
Platform Version Optimised M2 Default M2 CP with JIT CP interpreted
SPARC/Solaris JDK 1.2.1 100% 78% 91% 4%
SPARC/Solaris JDK 1.1.6 100% 84% 72% 6%
Pentium/Win98 JDK 1.2.0 100% 77% 106% 13%
Pentium/Linux JDK 1.1.7 100% 82% | 13%
Figure 4: Relative speeds for NQueens program
In this gure the results have been normalised to fator away the relative speeds of the various
platforms, although these all fell withing a fator of two in absolute speed. Several fators are
1
Consider java.lang.Objet This lass has methods whih presume that the properties of java.lang.String
and java.lang.Class are known to the ompiler of the interfae. But both of these types are extensions of Objet
and presume prior ompilation of that lass' interfae.
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worthy of mention here. Firstly it may be seen that for the SPARC platform signiant improve-
ments have been made to the just in time ompiler (JIT) between version 1.1.6 and 1.2.1. Even
the interpreter is somewhat faster.
Notie also that Component Pasal, with the aid of the JIT, is faster than native ode with
the default level of optimisation. Only with the highest level of optimisation turned on does the
native ode run faster.
For the Intel arhiteture is is lear that the interpreters are more eÆient than on SPARC. In
the ase of verion 1.2 is appears that the JIT produes better ode than the GPM ompiler with
all optimisations turned on. This is a very signiant ahievment. We did not have aess to a
JIT for the Linux platform.
The NQueens benhmark is a little unusual, sine it involves no objet reation at all. A rather
dierent impression is given by the (in)famous Dhrystone program. In this ase, although this
is a purely proedural benhmark, the program requires some objet reation for the passing of
parameters, as was shown diagramatially in Figure 2. Figure 5 shows the performane numbers
for the Dhrystone program, omparable to the previous table for NQueens.
Platform Version Optimised M2 Default M2 CP with JIT CP interpreted
SPARC/Solaris JDK 1.2.1 100% 82% 25% 4%
SPARC/Solaris JDK 1.1.6 100% 87% 11% 4%
Pentium/Win98 JDK 1.2.0 100% 82% 11% 3%
Pentium/Linux JDK 1.1.7 100% 80% | 3%
Figure 5: Relative speeds for Dhrystone program
In this gure the results have been normalised to fator away the relative speeds of the various
platforms. Taken at fae value, these gures are somewhat disouraging. However, further investi-
gation showed that a majority of the runtime of the program was spent in garbage olletion of the
parameter boxes. We have reason to believe that most of this overhead an be optimised away by
stati analysis in the ompiler. If this is done, we see no theoretial reason that the omparative
gures for benhmarks suh as this should not approah those for the NQueens program.
4 Conlusions
The ompiler gpp onviningly demonstrates that it is possible to exeute at least suitable LOTJs
using the JVM as an exeution platform. As indiated here, the whole of the language may be
suessfully translated with reasonable eÆieny. The advantages of the JVM as an exeution
mehanism are thus available to a wider range of languages.
It is interesting to onsider whih other languages might be andidates for omplete translation.
Certainly languages with a high degree of type safety are andidates, with perhaps Sheme, Sather
and Eiel springing to mind. The situation with other languages is not so lear. There are ertainly
useful subsets of many other languages whih might be suessfully translated. However, the hane
of apturing large quantities of legay ode by this mehanism seem dubious. The problem is that
many unneessary but prevalent idioms in programming praxis use non type-safe mehanisms. For
example, almost all uses of union types are intratable to the JVM.
There is another language dimension whih needs onsideration, that of immediate transla-
tion languages. These languages our, for example, whenever a ommand language is translated
on-the-y to some intermediate form and then immediately exeuted. Given the amount of tehno-
logial advanement in JIT ompilation sparked by the Java revolution, the use of JVM byte-odes
as an intermediate form for suh dynami ompilation systems seems without parallel. It may
transpire that the most important appliation of this researh into ompiling LOTJs is for suh
dynami ompilation languages.
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